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Abstract. Bladder cancer is characterized by high rates of recurrence and multifocality, features which have commonly been
associated with the colonization of widespread areas of non-neoplastic urothelium by mutant cells, a phenomenon known
as field change. Whether mutant fields in the bladder arise from tumor cells or develop from the accumulation of somatic
mutations followed by clonal expansions of non-transformed progenitor cells during lifetime remains unanswered. In this
issue, Strandgaard et al. perform a deep-sequencing analysis of paired samples of tumor and histologically normal-appearing
urothelium from four patients with advanced bladder cancer. By using a careful validation process, they report several
mutations exclusive of normal, non-neoplastic tissue, suggesting that multiple fields precede (or develop independently
from) the disease. Here, we discuss the main results from this work and elaborate on the biological implications and open
questions in the context of normal somatic clonal evolution and cancer risk. We finish providing some general guidelines for
future experiments to resolve the role of field changes in bladder carcinogenesis and its possible clinical relevance.
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Bladder cancer is a highly recurrent disease
and frequently presents multifocally, as physicallyindependent synchronous tumors that often share a
clonal origin [1]. These features suggest the existence of a field cancerization effect in the urinary
bladder; that is, the presence of genetic alterations
in one or various non-neoplastic areas of the tissue
that might originate from tumor-derived cells (Fig. 1,
left column) or, alternatively, precede the disease
(Fig. 1, right column) [1, 2]. While the magnitude
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of this phenomenon in the urothelium from individuals without bladder cancer remains unclear, so
does the extent to which these transformations can
be ascribed to the accumulation of somatic mutations in embryonic development or during lifetime,
either as a consequence of aging or caused by exposure to carcinogens, which are important questions to
be addressed.
Next generation sequencing technologies are
allowing the detection of mutations present in small
areas of tissue at an unprecedented level of resolution, thus being suitable tools to characterize field
changes in the urothelium. In this issue, Strandgaard
et al. [3] perform deep-targeted amplicon sequencing
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Fig. 1. Hypothetical scenarios for the evolution of field changes in the bladder urothelium. Left: tumors develop from clones following
the occasional mutation of cancer-driver genes and mutant fields extend as a consequence of tumor cell seeding (e.g. by shedding and
implantation in distal regions or through horizontal trans-urothelial migration), preserving a clonal relationship with the tumor of origin.
Right: mutant fields arise as a consequence of the accumulation of mutations in non-neoplastic proliferative cells and subsequent somatic
clonal expansions. Cancer-driver mutations can occur within pre-established fields and cause tumors to arise as subclones of these, while other
contemporary fields develop devoid of tumors and keep mutations not found in the tumors. This latter scenario is supported by N-mutations
found in Strandgaard et al’s work, while we cannot discard a combination of the two models.

of paired samples of tumor and histologically
normal-appearing urothelium from four patients with
advanced bladder cancer treated with radical cystectomy. The small cohort comprises two individuals
with multifocal disease and two with unifocal disease.
This study is a follow up of a previous one where the
authors performed whole exome sequencing (WES)
of the bulk tumors and subsequently analyzed genes
found mutated in tumor across individual tumor biopsies and in laser microdissected (LMD) samples of
non-neoplastic urothelium from each patient by deeptargeted amplicon sequencing [4]. Here, DNA from
individual specimens is pooled and a large panel of
509 cancer-related genes is assayed in tumor and nonneoplastic sample pools from each patient. In this
way, a more unbiased exploration can be achieved.
Three types of mutations are identified by
Strandgaard and colleagues [3]: T-mutations, found
exclusively in the tumor; S-mutations, found both
in tumor and non-neoplastic urothelium; and Nmutations, found exclusively in non-neoplastic
samples (hereafter referred to as normal tissue). The
two former types are more abundant. However, still

29 out of the 206 point mutations detected are catalogued as N-mutations. These findings lead the
authors to postulate the existence of multiple mutated
fields in the adult bladder urothelium originating
independently from tumors – possibly by the accumulation of mutations and somatic clonal expansions
from non-neoplastic proliferative cells (Fig. 1). Interestingly, the two patients with multifocal disease
present a higher prevalence of N-mutations, though
larger cohorts would be needed to pinpoint the association of field effect with multifocality and recurrence.
The relatively modest number of mutations
detected may also be regarded as a potential a priori
limitation – perhaps discouraging, given the common
incidence of background sequencing errors. However, the authors apply a stringent and meticulous
filtering process. First, they use unique molecular
identifiers (UMIs) for read collapsing to reduce error
rates. Then, only variants found in at least 3 consensus reads with distinct UMIs are called (MuTect2).
Putative N-mutations (initially, n = 224 in total) are
subjected to read recounting in the tumor pool from
the same patient, leading to reclassification of 118 of
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the initial calls as S-mutations. Finally, the remaining
mutations are reevaluated in the previously generated WES data from bulk tumors and subjected to
manual curation. As a consequence, the final set of
29 N-mutations represents high confidence mutations
exclusive of non-tumoral tissue. The WES tumor data
available and a digital droplet PCR test for a set of
genes are used for further validation of the classification of N-, S- and T- mutations. In this regard, the
authors are conservative and sacrifice the sensitivity to reliably differentiate low frequency mutations
from sequencing errors and give answer to the main
objective: to provide proof of concept evidence on
the existence of (multiple) fields in the histologically
normal bladder.
N-mutations are reported with lower variant allele
fractions (VAFs) as compared to mutations in tumors.
Yet, several N-mutations reach VAFs of ∼10%.
Even though technical limitations preclude estimating clone sizes, this figure is consistent with wide
mutated non-tumor fields. Considering that DNA
was pooled from n = 6–11 individual LMD normal
samples per patient, it suggests that some of the Nmutants could have expanded to fully colonize one
or more of the original samples. Intriguingly, annotations reveal no statistical difference in the predicted
functional impact of N-mutations compared to Sor T-mutations, with all three categories being rich
in high/moderate impact (nonsense and missense)
mutations. This would support a scenario of somatic
clonal expansions driven by positively-selected mutations that confer cells with growth advantage [5].
An important point that remains to be resolved
is whether N-mutations are indeed associated with
bladder carcinogenesis in these patients, or rather are
independent manifestations of normal somatic evolution (e.g. aging, smoking) and do not necessarily
promote tumorogenesis. Within the limited number
of mutations called in this study, C > T substitutions
at CpG context predominate among N-mutations,
suggesting a signature of age-related mutagenesis,
whereas APOBEC-related mutations prevail among
S- and T-mutations [6]. Only 2 out of 29 N-mutations
occurred in known bladder cancer drivers (BCOR,
TBX3), despite the fact that more than half of the total
N-sample hits are missense (15) and nonsense (2)
mutations, considered of moderate and high impact
to driver genes, respectively. This argues that field
changes in normal-appearing urothelium may well
represent a preneoplastic stage resulting from the
accumulation of mutations related to age, lifestyle
factors, or other exposures (the “prelude”). However,
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we cannot rule out that many of these mutations even in cancer genes - may not necessarily herald
significant increases in disease risk.
In the last few years, several publications have
reported somatic mutations driving clonal expansions
in normal tissues from healthy donors [7–11]. Most of
them have focused on high-renewal tissues (i.e. skin,
esophageal epithelium, intestine and endometrium),
with the exception of brain and liver. New sequencing studies involving healthy individuals are required
to determine the extent of mutant colonization in a
quiescent tissue such as normal bladder. The ideal
design would combine histological imaging with
ultra-deep sequencing of multiple synchronous bladder biopsies acquired from distinct sites of the same
individual (i.e. from deceased organ donors). In addition, prospective longitudinal studies (e.g. biopsies
obtained through cystoscopy) would provide highly
informative temporal information. The benefits of
such initiatives, when combined with larger cohorts
of bladder cancer patients, could go beyond confirming that field effects originate in normal-appearing
urothelium. As we elaborate a catalogue of mutations driving (or not) clonal expansions in normal
tissue, it would be possible to refine the present list
of exclusive N-mutations (e.g. some may actually be
associated with the pathogenic condition or related
to a history of carcinogen exposure). More importantly, we could disentangle which mutations shared
with tumors are truly cancer drivers. It has recently
been shown how some genes traditionally considered as cancer-related drivers appear more frequently
mutated in normal aged human tissue than in the corresponding tumor types. Such is the case of NOTCH1
in the esophageal epithelium [8]. These findings
inevitably urge to revise the catalogs of known cancer
genes to filter out drivers of normal preneoplastic colonization that display no apparent role in malignant
transformation and could even play a protective role
[12]. One should emphasize that the formal notion
of a clone as a group of cells sharing a common
ancestry surpasses mutational connotations and that
clone dynamics respond to mechanisms of progenitor cell proliferation and cell competition. “Clonal
health” has been proposed as a homeostatic property
of tissues that defines a healthy interaction among
clonal populations inside the tissue [13]. Understanding the paradigms of proliferation and self-renewal
and the forces that constrain mutant clone interactions in the urothelium could help to define
clonal health status and how this property is lost in
disease [14, 15].
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The bladder lends itself particularly suitable to
mutation monitoring through tests on urinary exfoliated cells and cell-free DNA [16]. In the near future,
single-cell technologies may overcome the sensitivity of current bulk sequencing approaches once the
methods of variant calling from single-cell DNA
and/or RNA sequencing data mature. These can be
promising tools for early cancer detection and to
guide treatment once tumor-driving mutations are
identified on a personalized basis. Cancer may originate from a complex patchwork of (preneoplastic)
mutant clones in healthy tissue. Future studies aimed
at understanding their evolutionary trajectories, following Strandgaard et al’s approach, will elucidate
whether field effects allow monitoring bladder cancer risk and provide indications on the features of
prospective tumors.
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